
 
 

Save the Date! 

Leave Your MARK 
Announcements, Creativity and News from the Landmark HS Community 

Give Thanks. 

From the editors Leave your Mark 
newsletter we wish you a Happy 

Thanksgiving! 

When we listed it all out, it seemed 
like a lot of us were thankful for the 
same things around us.  Here’s to 
another year of thanks from Leave 
Your MARK.  No matter how hard the 
struggle, let us give thanks for what 
we DO have. Happy Thanksgiving 
everyone! 

Students can go out to lunch – 
or not? A call to action 

At the end of the last school year Caron Pinkus finally gave us the liberty of 
finally going out to lunch, we had to come back early and not bring food in 
the building for eight days straight in order to receive the out to lunch pass 
the following year…and it worked. Recently in the beginning of October 
we started to go out to lunch on a regular basis, everything started to run 

smoothly but then people started to 
come late, and try to take the elevator. 
Freshmen, I know you guys are new to 
Landmark and everything but you have 
to understand us too. You guys don’t 
really know the struggles us sophomore, 
juniors, and seniors went through just to 
get to this privilege of going out to 

lunch. If this keeps on going Caron is going to end up taking our lunch 
privileges away and we’re going to end up having the same old boring 
lunch time just going to the gym, or to the classrooms, or to the lunchroom, 
like how we used to do it. Would you guys rather do that, or go outside 
and eat real food? You choose!!! –Camille Sosa 

Thanksgiving 
Recess 
November 26-27  

December SAT 
December 5th  

Good luck to the 
seniors taking this 
exam! 

Mini PBAT 
November 23-25 

This is your 
chance to shine – 
show us what you 
know! 

T H A N K S G I V I N G  I S S U E  2 0 1 5  

No School!  
Celebrate with 
your loved ones. 
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What We’re Thankful For… 
This month, the writers at Leave Your MARK decided to 
write about what we are truly thankful for. Warm your 

heart with some of these responses… 

Friends… 

Family… 

School, New York and others… 
I am thankful for school. Even though I do not enjoy doing work or waking up early, it’s a place where I can find myself. I meet people 
who I may or may not like. I connect with teachers who I may or may not like. It’s a place that I love and hate. I will be sad when I 
graduate in June. I will not be able to connect with those I like the most.  -    Jadelyn Vasquez 
 

I am thankful for a lot in my life. I'm in a much better position than millions of other people around the world in less fortunate countries 
and less fortunate areas. I’m most thankful for my mom because she the most important to me. My mom does everything for me. I'm really 
grateful for my friends. Without them I would be extremely bored and I wouldn't have any of the fun experiences that I have had. I’m also 
thankful to live in the city, there's lots of places to go and people to meet. I also would hate being in an isolated area where there's nothing 
but dead silence. I'm grateful for all the people and things that give life to the life I live. -Carl Kuzniewski 

I am thankful for having family who loves and cares about me. For letting me grow up and face the real world problems and making me 
the person I am. I am thankful for having food and being able to eat everyday because there are others who don’t have the opportunity to 
eat. I am thankful for music that inspires and motivates me to hustle harder than I ever did. I am also thankful for books that I've read in 
the past because it has made me realize the other side of the world and how situations go down. – Kevin Baltazar 

I’m thankful for the memories I built with my friends because that’s all that is left in the end.  Whether it’s being separated by distance, 
schedule, or death, the moments that you share with your friends will always be there. Every laugh you share, every tear that you shed 
with one another, every mistake, every accomplishment will always be there in your memory. They are simple reminders that at least once 
they brought a smile to your face or made you cry like a baby. A constant reminder for the reasons you love them. I’m thankful for my 
memories and the people I share them with. – Tiffany Patnett 

I am thankful for my best friend (Adileimy) because she showed me what the meaning of friendship is. She not only makes me laugh 
and smile but she also gives me such a positive vibe when I’m around her. There aren’t a lot of real friends out there but I’m glad to 
say she’s one of my realest friends ever. She’s not only a friend, she’s a sister who I tell all my deepest darkest secrets to, a sister who 
annoys me to death (but the good kind of annoying), a sister who I just love and adore.  -  Camille Sosa 
 
I am extremely thankful for my group of friends. It is so hard to find people that accept you, lift you up, and love you for who you are. 
My friends are more like my family. I go to them for anything and everything, from advice to support, and from tears to laughter. My 
greatest moments have been with them. Since I’ve come to high school I’ve changed so much in a great way. I’m such a strong person 
now and a lot of credit goes to them. I love them all.     -   Jasenia Dominguez      -   
 
I am thankful for the ones who are different just like me, the ones who do things like attend museums and exhibitions, instead 
of going out to parties every single weekend, the ones who accept my random outbursts and straight up craziness and never 
seem to judge me. I am thankful for the chill souls, the ones who lounge around the apartment and watch funny videos while 
eating out the fridge. I’m thankful for their loyalty, never leaving my side and always guiding me in the right directions. I am 
thankful for my heart in human forms. –  Kimberly Volquez 
 

I realized they are the most important part of my life. To my family: throughout the years I have come into many problems, that 
I could never have faced without your support You were the ones who stuck by me in my times of need. You never gave up on me, not 
even for a second although I may act like I don't love you guys I love you all very much…. most of the time. I’m thankful for all the times 
we spent together, that we have each other and I always will be.  -   Alicia Sanders 

 
I am mostly thankful for my siblings, because they’re always there for me when I need them and they are very supportive of me 

and all that I go through in life. They’re also supportive of the dreams that I wish to accomplish throughout my life, and they always let 
me know that anything is possible if I push myself and try. I’m also thankful for all of the right and opportunities that I am constantly 
given since in other countries women aren’t always able to do as they please. – Brittany Nanton 
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HALLOWEEN: Haunted Treasures of this holiday 

That One Haunted House Down The Block by Alicia Sanders 
 
The house on Elm Street - they say it’s haunted - but is it really? Friday night I had no plans and my curiosity was high so I decided 
to go and visit the house after school. Upon my visit it was nothing out of the ordinary. Old, dusty, and creeky, but nothing scary. It 
sure does give a fright at night. I decided to bring my best friend here for Halloween. A week later I returned back to the house but 

this time with Yasmina. As soon as she saw the house she looked like she was about to die. I 
pushed her inside the house because she was taking too long. Soon as we walk in WHAM! the 
door shuts. I look back at it and she jumps.  

“Alright…let’s...keep going.”  
 While we’re walking deeper inside the house I look back at the door  
It didn't do this last time, I thought.  
After a while of exploring the downstairs I take her upstairs. The once all-opened doors 

were now all closed.  
Maybe someone came during the week after I left? I thought again.  

I told her to pick a room at random and had her walk in. Before I could walk in the door 
closed and she started screaming telling me it’s not funny, to let her out. I tried to open the 

door but I couldn't! While I was trying to get the door opened, I felt a presence behind me and I was scared to turn. I turned slowly 
and there she was: a woman dressed in all black, hair in her face, wrinkles everywhere.  I screamed and ran to a nearby room. I sat 
there and hugged my knees for about 15 minutes till someone grabbed my shoulders. I looked up in fright and saw it was my best 
friend. I took her hand and ran out of the house and never looked back. I will no longer try to scare her or go down Elm Street again. 
I’m a true believer in karma.  You get what you give, whether it’s bad or good.  I did bad, I got bad.    

Halloween 
 
HALLOWEEN is a certain place 
 and time of the year where the creepy mask comes out 
like evil characters from horror movies.  
It’s the time of the year where you enter dark  
haunted houses and witness evil all over. Like cracked 
 doors, windows or people with scary  
painted faces crawling up on you.  
That’s HALLOWEEN!  
 - Kevin Baltazar 
 

Pumpkin Spice and Everything Nice – NOT! 
When I think of the taste of autumn all I can think about is 
pumpkin spice everything. Pumpkin spiced latte, pumpkin spiced 
muffin, and pumpkin spiced coffee, EVERYTHING IS PUMPKIN 
SPICED!!!! Don’t people get tired of pumpkin spiced stuff? They 
might as well make pumpkin spiced air or pumpkin spiced water. 
As soon as the first leaf falls from the tree in autumn every coffee 
shop loses their minds and makes pumpkin spiced everything. Do 
pumpkins even taste like that? I’m pretty sure pumpkins don’t 
even have spices in the first place. All I’ve got to say is chill out 
with the pumpkin spice everyone – there are other flavors out 
there! 
 
By Tiffany Patnett 
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casino made all of that money.  The casino game I 
designed made $ 145 in one class period!  One of the 
freshmen kept claiming I rigged the dice and the coins 
but it really had to do with the fact that you only had a 
1/24 chance of winning.” 
Kimberly Volquez, a senior, reflects about her 
experience in proposing a new subway line to be built 
for Proposal Day: “It was fun to be able to create a new 
subway line and to use our imagination.  A lot of 
people agreed with my subway line – I chose to build 

my subway line to replace the Bx 12 bus 
from 207 in Inwood to Pelham Bay Park 

because the bus takes too long, it’s less 
money consumed from not 
transferring to the bus and there 

would be more space on the train.”  
Regarding the 10th graders visiting class, 

Tiffany Patnett adds, “I was happy that I was able to 
teach the 10th graders about graph theory and when I 
was in 10th grade I wish seniors were able to tell me 
about graph theory because I could have understood it 
sooner.   Jasenia Dominguez also agrees, “I actually 
enjoyed the 10th graders, they didn’t bother me... I liked 
[the project] because I actually want the crosstown train 
I proposed to be built.” –Leave Your Mark Press 

1

On October 16th, the math department at 
Landmark High School started a new tradition.  
Freshmen from Naomi and John’s class visited Cali’s 
statistics class for Casino Night and sophomores from 
Neha’s Geometry class visited Shannon and Fred’s 
class for Proposal Day.   

Camille Sosa, a student in Cali’s statistics class 
weighs in on her experience: “For Cali’s project first we 
had to make a casino game and make it unfair for the 
freshmen so that the Casino would make more money.  
They’re so naïve because for my game, it’s 
unfair because you have to pay $3 to 
play my game and the probability of 
winning $10 was 1/12 and the 
probability of winning the jackpot of 
$50 was 1/24 which is very, very low.   
When the freshmen came in to play 
our casino games the point was to keep them 
getting engaged in playing my game over and over 
again.  One of the freshman boys kept playing over 
and over and never won.  In order to win $10 in my 
game, you had to roll a 2 or a 4 and then you had to 
land on heads and tails on the coins.  To win the 
jackpot for $50 you had to land on a 6 for the dice and 
then heads for both coins.  He ended up paying over 
$30 to play my game over and over again and the 

The Math Department goes wild: Casino Night & Proposal Day 

Do you know what really annoys me about Landmark? The fact 
that we have to do reading partnerships not only in English class, 
but in every other class too!  Our teachers are being trained to 
teach us about reading partnerships and I understand how it helps 
us in English class (English department STOP HERE, this does 
not pertain to you), but for history, math and chemistry? I don’t 
understand why we have to do it! Honestly, chemistry should only 
be used for hands-on things, not reading partnerships. Plus some 
kids work better doing hands-on things. Math: okay this reading 
partnership thing should not be put in math.  Math is about 
numbers, not reading - it's MATH not ENGLISH. And finally 
history: for history some people like to work alone but they don’t 
get that some people like reading and annotating on their own, it 
slows the process up while doing it with a partner. Please get rid 
of reading partnerships. It really is not helpful to me and we are 
not learning anything while doing it. I feel like we’re just wasting 
our time. Thank You. – Camille Sosa 

Landmark, are we really in this 
together? Reading Partnerships 
cause complaints among students 
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Advice Column By Jasenia Dominguez and Jennifer Trigueros 
 
 
“The stresses and worries in life are like that of holding a glass of water 
for too long. Think about them for a while and nothing happens. Think 
about them a bit longer and they begin to hurt. And if you think about 
them all day long, you will feel paralyzed - incapable of doing anything. 
Remember to put the glass down.” - Anonymous 
 
This quote is my all time favorite. No matter what you’re going through, you will get through it so there is 
no point in tearing yourself apart and continuously thinking about it. If you hold onto things for too long you 
will begin to hurt. Go through situations, dwell for a day or two, learn from them, and move on. Learn to 
learn from experiences and just let it go. Slowly but surely things will be okay so let it go and just be at 
peace with your life.  

 
 

       
 
“If two people are meant to be together, eventually they’ll find their way 
back.” - Chuck Bass 
 
This my favorite quote because when you're with somebody you will always find a way back to that person 
no matter what's going on between the two people. If it’s meant to be the perfect time will come and things 
will eventually be the way you want it to be or the way it has to be.  
    There was one couple that I know which was “J” and “A”. They were the cutest couple that I’ve ever 
known. They would always argue and always bump heads and that had created the best relationship ever 
because they would always bounce back and that created an unbreakable bond. Until the day came and 
he ended it and she wasn’t okay with the decision he had made. She would always text him saying that 
she wants to “fix things” and his response would always be “there’s nothing to fix”.  After some time she 
just started to realize that if it was meant to be it would. She told herself “I can’t force things anymore, I 
have to just let go, whatever happens, happens.”  
 
Need advice? Email landmark.shannon@gmail.com with your questions, worries or concerns! 
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Freedom Corner 
Blindly Wrecked 
Your words hit me like shots fired from a cannon 
It's a fiery, passionate love, and for you its infinite, spacious 
Enough room to develop 
Enough room to bond 
Enough room for both of us 
Even though my heart is burnt out 
For you it will light again  
It'll start racing and pacing from left to right 
And we'll meet at the metropolis 
Where our spark ignites  
See you crossed my mind 
Like we crossed the streets of our city 
Rapidly, pretty vague, in the blink of an eye 
You accelerated my heart, made it zoom like the cars on a highway, it was 
quite a rush 
But then you 
You broke me 
And I , I burnt down the bridges that connected us, hoping you wont ever 
try to build them up again 
Hoping I would build myself up again 

 -Kimberly Volquez 

NYC 
 
Silence fills up the streets, while subways crank up the 
underground. 
Highways at night take you back in time. 
Bridges bring back the memories as you walk across them. 
     - Rosario Rodriguez 
 

Ma’am, Why Do The Leaves Change Colors? 
 

Just like us baby girl, they get cold. The only difference is they 
don't jackets so they have no choice but to sit there and go through the 
beautiful color trials: red, yellow and brown. Brown is the color where 
they die and fall to the ground. When they fall you get to do what you 
love best. Stepping and stomping on the dry crunchy leaves listening 
to the beautiful crisp sound coming from below.  

-Alicia Sanders 
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The Night 
By Artie Acuna 
 
I was walking home from work and it was freezing outside. While I was 
walking, I see a group of people from a distance in front of my building. I start 
thinking, “who are these people?” So I start walking slow to see if I can 
recognize any faces, but I didn’t so I start walking regular. As I was analyzing 
them, I came to a conclusion that I did not know them but they were staring me down in an angry, suspicious way. 
As I tried to walk inside my building, one of them stopped me and asked me for the time. I took out my phone and 
one of the eight guys hit me in the face as hard as they could. I fell to the floor and they started hitting me and 
kicking me. One of them had Timbs on and kicked me in my ribs - I couldn’t breathe for a minute. When I got up I 
realized, “I just got jumped by eight random people that I’ve never seen in my life.” I check myself to see if 
anything was stolen or missing - all they did was jump me for no reason whatsoever? How could that be? I got 
home and went back to my regular life as if nothing happened.  

Freedom Corner 

 
Life of a tree 
By Kimberly Volquez 
 

Every color is a symbol 
Every color has a meaning 
Red is love 
Green is growth 
Gold is prosperity 
Brown is comfort 
Orange is courage 
Purple is spirituality 
All these colors make the tree 
Like all these words makes a person 
Every color is a symbol 
Every color has a meaning 
 

innocence and adolescence          
by brittney nanton 
 
leaves are very much like people,  
they see things, they get older—and sometimes the wind blows them to places where they never thought they’d be.  
just like you and i.  
soon enough, just like the leaves, my body will crumble and fade away from its once bright green color that has 
stuck with me for years.  
but you still have a long time ahead before that happens,  
your leaves are still changing and it’ll be long before they fall.  
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Rhythm and Poetry: These Beats on Fleek!  
On Judging a Book By It’s Cover 
 
Jasmin Meja, Kimberly Volquez and Kiara Hernandez 
 
Acceptance; we need more acceptance in this school, in this 
world.People are so judgmental, they assume things because   
someone looks dirty,  they assume things because of your 
skin color, or what you believe in.  Everyone should be 
allowed to be different, to be themselves.  “Don’t judge a 
book by its cover.” No one should put up a “front” for 
anyone else.  Some kids may look like they have everything 
or have nothing at all but at the end of the day, you don’t 
know what they go through in the private eye.  
Everyone has a reason or motive for who they are and why they do the things they do and that should be 
accepted. You may never know one’s struggle because they portray having an amazing life with no worry in 
the world. They hide from judgmental people who don’t have confidence. 
We need more open minded people, people with a third eye because most people fail to see the truth. People 
who won’t judge others based on what they like or on what they do. 
How about not judge them at all? 

DEATH is only the BEGINNING 
 
Death is always around the corner. Living things come 
and go. Nothing Lasts forever. One thing is for sure, 
memories do Live forever. Secrets are kept in this 
darkness time. Something to remember is that you are 
never alone. It might seem Like that at first until you 
Learn that being Locked inside only makes things 
worse. OPEN UP, death could also mean new 
opportunities and new people to meet.  

– Rosario Rodriguez 

THE 212 
 
Walking along this side walk, dusty bricks, 
Dirty shoes stepping on dirty streets 
It’s a cruel cold world, 
We fear the cops and the government 
We fear the rodents, yet we are surrounded by 
them each and every day  
A lot of snitches, rats in this city I might say. 
Judgment, eyes watching your every move, so we 
tend to 
Walk along the side walk with our faces down 
and our  
hoodies on to avoid them 
Never looking up 

But it’s funny how we all strive the same  
“My goal is to make it out the hood,” we all say 
But turning point, turn the corner and look up 
Take off your hood and let the world see you 
See the world; open up your mind to all the 
possibilities our city as to offer 
Don’t try to shake the hood off your 
shoulder, wear it on your chest  
See the beauty in it, in it’s powerful. 

Respect the hustle, love the people, and admire 
the skyscrapers 
Notice the sunset above the streetlights 
Yes its grimy, yes it’s gritty but wow my city is so 
pretty 
This city made me. 

-Kimberly Volquez 

Winter Wonderland  
 

I usually keep my windows up. But you know it 
gets cold. When it's cold I GET SICK. However some 
people think it's the complete opposite. He says it keeps 
the germs out but I don’t believe that. I think he likes to 
see his students suffer. Trust you can believe that. I’m not 
going to say names but he’s on the fifth floor.  To be 
honest I wish he were a little lower. Winter is approaching 
fast and I sit by the window.  What can I do? Who can I 
blame when I catch the flu?         -Alicia Sanders  
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Stories to Stretch Minds:  Our writers at Leave Your Mark have been hard at work writing 
fiction that will make you want to buy their first novel! 

Rock Bottom By Brittney Nanton 
 
When she saw a young father and his child standing in front of her apartment building, Ana didn’t 
know what to do. Of course, the good in her wanted to help out and spare the last bit of change she 
had stuffed somewhere deep down in her purse, but after her first few months of moving to New 
York City she knew that people pretending to be in need of help was a common thing. She had her 
fair share of experiences within her first months of either being harassed or cursed at by a homeless 
person for not paying any attention to them, which made the fragile girl timid to approach the 
stranger and his supposed son or daughter.  
    He’s probably only doing this to score a few extra dollars — she thought to herself, debating on 
whether or not she should walk straight past her apartment building. Maybe she could walk around 
the neighborhood for a while, pick up some groceries, and by the time she’d be back the stranger 
would be long gone.  
    She finally settled on the fact that it would be impossible to avoid him, especially since there 
wasn’t anywhere else the young father could go. All she had to do was ignore him. That wouldn’t be 
so hard. Ignoring beggars was a thing that was starting to become more common for the girl.  
    She took tentative steps towards her apartment building, her hand already digging in her purse for her keys. Ana could already 
feel the young man’s eyes on hers, his stare almost burning her.  
    “Would you mind sparing some change, Miss? It’s alright if you can’t. Have a blessed day.” He said in a monotone voice. It had 
almost seemed like he was reading from a script that he’d memorized a thousand times. As he spoke, he gently bounced the young 
child in his arms. She looked at him, her mouth opening to tell him no.  
    Ana couldn’t help but look, her cheeks turning a rosy shade of pink once their eyes made contact. Something about him seemed 
familiar.  There was something about him that made Ana believe that they’d met before. She found herself staring into the eyes of 
the stranger, noticing that he did the same.  
    “Wait...Ana? Is that really you? Do you remember me? It’s Chris. From high school, remember?” The man said, a hint of a 
smile on his lips.  
    It took Ana a moment to recognize him. High school wasn’t anything pleasant for the girl, so she tried to push down every 
memory of it. After a few moments of thinking back, she suddenly remembered the young man. Chris, the star basketball player. 
The one with a full scholarship to one of the most prestigious colleges in the state. The one with a future.  
    How did he get this way? How did he go from being the one person that was destined to make it — to rock bottom?  
    Ana gave a slight nod with a gentle smile. “Yes...I remember.” 

to be continued. 

November 1941, Ukraine   
By Carl Kuzniewski 
It's been less than a year since the Nazis invaded our home. I have been stationed in a 
bunker on the front awaiting the German attack. There are four of us here patrolling 
the road that leads into the village and then the capital. I have doubts about whether 
we can win the war. They have taking over everyone: Poland, France, and everything 
else that is west of the USSR. Even the British look as if they might fall too. I know 
what I signed up for and know my life is on the line but I'm doing it to defend my 
friends, family, land and to one day take the fighting to there land and to destroy 
Hitler's evil regime. For now I wait vigilantly for the assault that's going to come sooner or later. 
One week later, “Alert, alert, everyone get to your defensive position!” I ran to the bunker and got on the machine gun. My 
comrade was holding the strip of ammunition as I got ready. I saw them running over the hills and out of nowhere. The assault has 
been going on for nearly twenty minutes and they are still coming. I don't know how many Nazis I killed but it's far too many to 
count. The field is littered with the dead from both sides. Lifeless Germans and Soviets lay everywhere. Two tanks have come to 
our position and have been destroyed. Unfortunately one got a direct hit on our neighboring bunker and everyone inside did not 
survive. I couldn't break down or get distracted as they were getting closer and closer. 
    It's been nearly an hour and we’re the only bunker left. We’re cut off and surrounded. There's no chance of escape now. The 
enemy is behind us it's just us four and we don't have much more ammunition. As our machine gun fell silent we grabbed our 
submachine guns and prepared to exit. As my comrade opened the door he was shot in the head. They were waiting for us; we had 
no chance and knew this was the end. The three of us that remained ran out shooting everything we had. All of us fell in seconds 
but we took out some. As I was on the ground I knew I fulfilled my duty I held up the assault for long enough to give our troops 
some time to defend to capital. The next thing I saw was a German soldier pointing his gun at me. His officer said, “Fire!” 
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“President” of the United States: Eric Adisa 
 
Reporting by Jadelyn Vasquez 
 
On October 8th, Eric Adisa was interviewed after the election. Eric Adisa was very excited and allowed me to interview him during 
his first term in office. 
 
J: Introduce Yourself. 
Eric: My name is Eric Adisa, the president of the United States of America.  It's a great honor. I always knew that this day would 
come and I'm happy to be here. 
 
J: How do you plan on helping the people? 
Eric: I plan on helping people by listening to their needs- what they need, what they want… trying to help the economy, trying to 
make college free for all students. Helping the poor and achieving equality and justice for all the people that are oppressed. 
 
J: What do you have to say to the people who voted for you? 
Eric: Thank you for your support. I always knew you believed in me. I won't let you down and let's work together to make America 
a great place to live. 
 

J: Tell me more about yourself. 
Eric: Well I started out as a teacher. I try to work and help 
kids because I like to help people and this transitioned me to 
take over America and become the most powerful man in the 
world. 
 
J: What are some issues you would like to face? 
Eric: I think the first issue I would focus on right now is 
education and working to help people who don't have the 
best resources to get quality education. Making college free 
or cheaper so everyone has access to a good education so 
that they can have better jobs in the future. 
 

J: Is it only about education? 
Eric: Education is the most important issue.  The other 
issue would be working to fix poverty because poverty 
causes a lot of other problems like crime and people 

going to prison and making bad mistakes so, getting an education to reduce poverty would be one of my biggest goals.  
 
J: Last words? 
Eric: We need to stop all the bickering and fighting and find a way to be “communified,” to work together to make the country a 
better place and I hope that I have your support to make that happen as soon as possible. 

Eric Adisa is seen as a leader, a coach, a teacher. 
“The first issue I would focus on right now is education” 

The MTA: one of the most unorganized systems in NYC  
An Editorial by Camille Sosa and Jenneva Flores 
 
Every day there's always something wrong with the MTA. “We are delayed because of train traffic ahead of us.” OKAY why couldn’t you just leave 
at separate times instead of leaving all at the same time? “Ladies and gentlemen due to a sick passenger trains are delayed, we will be moving shortly, 
we thank you for your patience.” First off I’M NOT PATIENT! I HAVE SCHOOL TO GO TO! IF YOU ARE SICK WHY GO ON THE TRAIN? 
STAY HOME!!!! “ We are being held momentarily by our train dispatcher we thank you for your patience,” WHAT IS THE DISPATCHER DOING 
THAT HE/SHE HAS TO STOP TO DO WHATEVER THEY HAVE TO DO AND MAKE THE PASSENGERS WAIT? They should really 
organize it more because not only that once the trains get packed everyone gets so disrespectful sometimes I just get so frustrated, but what can you 
do about it?      -Camille Sosa 
 
Oh how much I hate taking public transportation on the MTA. I can’t even get to my destination on time because the stupid train with the delays and 
because of the stupid bus with the traffic. I don’t understand. The conductors and the bus drivers know that rush hour exists so why can’t they be on 
point with arriving to the destination on time? I understand sometimes accidents happen on the train which causes the train to be delayed but half of 
my life I’ve been late because of traffic and train delays, and now when I tell people that’s the reason why I’m late, THEY NEVER BELIEVE ME 
because I’ve said that excuse so many times BUT ITS TRUE! I wish l had wings so I can fly instead of depending on the MTA. – Jenneva Flores 
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A Meaningful Piece 
 
By Kiara Hernandez 
 
I can’ be without a piece of jewelry. Any piece I wear comes 
from a family member and is meaningful to me. My necklace 
chain was given to me by my grandmother; that was my 
mom’s first gift to my grandmother for mother’s day. As a 
few years passed, the red rose stone has fallen out of my 
necklace. I decided to get my birthstone to replace the rose. 
Rings, bracelets, necklaces, - it’s like having a part of 
everyone that I love close to me. At times I think about how 
tomorrow is never promised or if I were to lose a close family 
member of mine, but then I just think of that piece that comes from them that I will always have to cherish. Of 
course there can be accidents where the chain might break or bracelet might pop or the ring rolls away. I will 
not be the same. Everyone grieves about a loved one and holds on to the good things such as their laughter, 
and the times they shared. I hold on to that meaningful piece from them and that just keeps me a little bit 
closer. There will come a time where you will have to let go eventually.  But this is something I wake up and 
prepare for. You’ll always be here ❤ 
 

 
 

 
Landmark voted for who they would want to invite to Thanksgiving dinner and J. Cole was the 
winner with 29% of total votes.  Unfortunately, J. Cole could not be reached for comment on this 
prestigious honor.  Nicki Minaj was a close second place with 23% of votes! 
 
 
Honorable Mentions: Who would you spend Thanksgiving with? 
George Lopez because he’s funny and Eugenio Derbez because he’s also hilarious –Rosario, 11th grade 
 
Kevin Hart.  My friend is tall, and if he was at Thanksgiving dinner he’d probably be like, “excuse me, I 
need to get some food.” – Kiara, 12th grade 



 

 

 

Move out the way. 
One major thing I would change about NYC is the amount of 
tourists who visit our city. They seriously do too much. I’m 
walking, minding my own business, being a good citizen and 
then BAM! I bump into some stupid tourist because they want to 
stop and take a stupid picture of some stupid buildings. Like, 
sidewalks are meant to be walked on, emphasis on the WALK 
part. Not to take your selfies to put on the ‘gram. Like, if you’re 
going to come to New York, act like a New Yorker, MOVE like a 
New Yorker. Or just, you know, MOVE OUT OF THE WAY.    -Tiffany Patnett 

A love-hate letter to tourists of NYC 

Hollow Heart.  
By Kimberly Volquez 

This creepy, unsure feeling entered my 
lonely soul; it felt wrong but very 
warming 
You crawled under my skin and gave me 
goose bumps  
Made me enter this trap, 
 You got to me... every word intrigued 
me, every punch bruised me. 
We played at the edge of life and death 
I was deeply in love, too far in to realize 
the damage done 
Finally, you managed to remove that 
mask 
Even though my heart cracked I always 
knew you were bad for me 
Dark, evil, twisted  
Poetic 
Romantic 
Dark, evil, twisted, deadly 
Deadly 
Deadly 
Love. 

Want to Leave Your MARK? 
Email landmark.shannon@gmail.com with photos, poems, articles or stories! 

A special thank you to Cali’s photojournalism class for contributing the photos in this issue 
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College and Careers - Important Dates and Info: 
 
Visit to Guttman Community College – November 24th 
 
CUNY Application submissions/Seniors – December 1st 
 
BMCC College Now Presentation – First week of December 
 
College Now Registration for Spring Term – First 2 weeks of 
December [See Karina for more info !] 
 
Criminal Law and Investigations Workshop(CLIW) at john Jay 
College:  The workshop is designed to increase student awareness 
of the various occupational roles played in the American criminal 
justice system. The goal of the program is to help students identify 
potential career options through exposure to specific criminal 
justice occupations.  Enrollment is open to 10th, 11th and 12th 
grade NYC public high school students (no academic 
qualifications!) Saturdays March through June [See Karina] 
 
Future Filmmakers Program at NYU:  High school students work 
in the digital labs at Photography and Imaging. Digital cameras 
and all supplies are provided. Weekly assignments encourage the 
high school students to photograph their families, friends, and 
communities to create photographic essays exploring their day-to-
day lives, dreams, concerns, and challenges. 
Saturdays January 30 to April 30 [See Karina for more info] 


